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Abstract
Tuberculosis and diabetes mellitus are the most important reasons in mortality all over the world. It’s clear that reviewing of relationship between Tuberculosis (TB) and diabetes mellitus (DM) is necessary; on the other hand it’s found that FTO gene has the positive relationship with metabolic issues. Therefore, it’s necessary pay attention to the above and dangerous sicknesses, especially in field of genetic sciences. Hence, our purpose is investigation of relationship between polymorphism rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO gene, TB and DM. With regards to the findings, it was concluded that there was considerable relationship between FTO gene rs9939609 polymorphism and DM and also it was notable development of TB among diabetic people. It can be stated that there is an indirect relationship between FTO gene rs9939609 polymorphism and TB sickness.
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Introduction
Polymorphism of genes, nutritional methods and physical activity are indexes and important factors in field of serious sickness’ occurrence (1-4). One of these sicknesses is diabetes mellitus (DM). DM is a metabolic disorder and it cause blood glucose level to higher than normal and this sickness is the common sicknesses in world (5). So, it’s necessary pay attention to related cases in DM; especially in genetic sciences that they are sciences that review diseases in view of structure and genes performance and rate of interference in their structure and normal performance in emergence of diseases. On the other hand, investigation about the infectious diseases and problems linked to them in order to obtain the health level promotion is necessary (6,7). Tuberculosis (TB), a severe infection that result from Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacteria, that 1.6 million people were died due to rate of outbreak of these contagious disease.
Unfortunately, 8.8 million people have suffered from active type of this infectious disease and TB is one of the most important reasons of mortality in developing countries (8,9). On the other hand, FTO gene has positive and significant relationship with metabolic sicknesses of body such as DM (10). Therefore, it is necessary pay attention to dangerous sicknesses like DM and TB, especially in genetic sciences. Hence, our aim is reviewing relationship between rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO gene and DM and TB.

Materials and Methods

Studies linked to our study goal were selected via search in databases such as PubMed, Google Scholar and Elsevier then were evaluated.

1. Relationship between FTO gene rs9939609 polymorphism and DM:

Researchers were conducted different studies about relationship between FTO gene rs9939609 polymorphism and DM. Li et al, in their papers about genetic FTO gene variation in related to type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and obesity, demonstrated their data on 96551 subjects from east and south of Asia: there is significant relationship between rs9939609 polymorphism and T2M (11). In other meta-analysis study that it was investigated three studies about relationship between rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO gene and DM among Scandinavian People (41504 subjects), its conclusion was stated that above polymorphism has considerable influence on increasing the number of people suffering from diabetes (12). In large case-control study on Tunisia and Morrocco, it was clear that rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO gene could play important role in development of DM (13). Also in other study, it was stated that this polymorphism is one of the most important risk factors for DM (14). Similarly, in Legry et al study, it was confirmed that two rs8050136 and rs9939609 alleles are dangerous alleles in outbreak of DM. Also this case was stated in other two studies (15-17).

2. Relationship between DM and TB:

About relationship between DM and TB, Stevenson et al stated that there is meaningful relationship between diabetic people and TB infection, so that TB infection prevalent in diabetic people (9). Also, other study was done by Mboussa et al and their aim was research about Pulmonary Tuberculosis prevalence in diabetic people. Their findings indicated that there is a considerable and important relationship between DM and outbreak TB (18). In a large-scale longitudinal cohort study, researchers were stated that TB outbreak among diabetic people is very high (19). Solá et al in their paper stated that DM could be an important risk factor for the reactivation of TB infection (20). Similarly, the other studies confirmed the previous results (21-25). Dyck et al stated in report about relationship between two sicknesses (above sicknesses)

Table 1. Articles about relation between TB and DM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholars</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stevenson et al.</td>
<td>Indian population</td>
<td>DM has a notable contribution in the TB occurrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mboussa et al.</td>
<td>Congolese population</td>
<td>Occurrence of TB in diabetics is frequent than non-diabetics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leung et al.</td>
<td>Hong Kong population</td>
<td>TB is prevalent in patients with DM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solá et al.</td>
<td>Dominican population</td>
<td>DM can cause the reactivation of pulmonary TB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.</td>
<td>Taiwanese population</td>
<td>Poor glycemic control has association with TB occurrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shetty et al.</td>
<td>Indian population</td>
<td>DM has a notable contribution in the TB occurrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magee et al.</td>
<td>Georgian population</td>
<td>TB in patients with DM is frequent than those without.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damtew et al.</td>
<td>Ethiopian population</td>
<td>DM prevalence in TB cases is notable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pealing et al.</td>
<td>British population</td>
<td>DM is a risk factor in TB risk increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabbar et al.</td>
<td>Pakistani population</td>
<td>TB in patients with DM is common than those without.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyck et al.</td>
<td>Saskatchewan population</td>
<td>DM is a TB risk factor and predictor for TB.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that T2DM is an important factor in prediction of TB suffering. Also they stated DM is as a risk factor in TB suffering (26). In other study, researchers indicated that it is important ages range between 40 and 70 in diabetic people in TB outbreak, because TB infection often occurs in these ages range in diabetic people (27).

Conclusion
With regards to studies results, it can be concluded that there is a meaningful relationship between polymorphism rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO gene and DM. Also DM is an important risk factor for occurring TB infection and it is a factor for the reactivation of TB infection. We can understand, there is an indirect relationship between polymorphism rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO gene and TB. Because this polymorphism is reason for one of the important risk factors in TB, i.e. DM. It’s interesting that researchers stated that physical activity could overcome the efficacy of rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO on obesity linked properties (2). Probably, physical activity could have desirable impacts on DM and even it can be influence on improvement and reduction of TB occurrence, but this subject required to various studies to obtain exact, comprehensive, complete and clear results.
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